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By Lee A. Breakiron
ONE-SHOT WONDERS
By definition, fanzines are nonprofessional publications produced by fans of a particular cultural
phenomenon, such as a literary or musical genre, for the pleasure of others who share their interests.
Readers themselves often contribute to fanzines by submitting their own articles, reviews, letters of
comment, and fan fiction. Though the term fanzine only dates from 1940 when it was popularized within
science fiction and comic book fandom, the first fanzines actually date back to at least the nineteenth
century when, as a uniquely American development, literary groups formed amateur press associations or
APAs in order to publish collections of poetry, fiction, and commentary.
Few, if any, writers have had as many fanzines, chapbooks, and other ephemera dedicated to them as
has Robert E. Howard. Howard himself self-published his own typed “zine,” The Golden Caliph of four
loose pages in about August, 1923 [1], as well as three issues of one entitled The Right Hook in 1925
(discussed later). Howard collaborated with his friends Tevis Clyde “Clyde” Smith, Jr., and Truett
Vinson in their own zines, The All-Around Magazine and The Toreador respectively, in 1923 and 1925.
(A copy of The All-Around Magazine sold for $911 in 2005.) Howard also participated in an amateur
essay, commentary, and poetry journal called The Junto that ran from 1928 to 1930, contributing 10
stories and 13 poems to 10 of the issues that survive. Only one copy of this monthly “travelogue” was
circulated among all the members of the group. [2,3] It was edited by REH’s friend Booth Mooney and
later by Lenore Preece.
The first fantasy fanzine, as well as a seminal zine of science fiction and horror, was The Fantasy Fan
founded by a 17-year-old correspondent of Howard’s named Charles D. Hornig of Elizabeth, N.J.
Contributors included almost everyone active in the fantasy field at the time. It was 6 × 9 inches and
side-stapled, with just a few pages and a print run of 60 or fewer. Its fourth issue (Dec., 1933) included a
letter of comment from REH. Its seventh (Mar., 1934) issue contained Howard’s story, “Gods of the
North,” which was a retitling of the story “The Frost Giant’s Daughter,” which had been rejected by
Weird Tales; the protagonist’s name was changed from Conan to Amra. This issue was last known to
have sold for $500; other issues containing REH sell now for about $100. Issue #13 (Sep., 1934) saw the
first publication of Howard’s poem “The Voices Waken Memory.” Issue #15 (Nov., 1934) contains one
paragraph about REH. Finally, #17 (Jan., 1935) featured the first appearance of his poem “Babel.”
Hornig (1916-1999) went on to become managing editor of Wonder Stories. The 18-issue run of The
Fantasy Fan was reprinted in a slipcased edition of 100 copies by Lance “Thingmaker” Webber in 2010.
Howard published another rejected tale, “The Garden of Fear,” in the second issue of William L.
Crawford’s 60-page, side-stapled, 5 × 7.5-inch fanzine Marvel Tales #2 (Fantasy Publications, July/Aug.,
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1934). There were two variant printings, one with a green and white cover and one with an orange and
green glued-on cover. These sell now for about $50 and $250 respectively. In 1945, Crawford reprinted
“Garden” in another zine with different contents called The Garden of Fear and Other Stories of the
Bizarre and Fantastic (Crawford Publications). It consisted of 80 pages that were saddle-stapled with
covers of many different colors, mostly blue-green, blue, and yellow. Crawford produced 15,000 copies
of these in hopes of distributing them in magazines, but the deal fell through and he spent the rest of his
life trying to unload them. They sell now for about $15 to $20. The five-issue run of Marvel Tales was
reprinted in an edition of 300 copies by Webber in 2012, the first 100 of which were numbered and
slipcased.

Between January, 1934, and January, 1937, there appeared 39 issues of the 6 × 9-inch fanzine Fantasy
Magazine (not to be confused with the later, actual magazine of that name). They were published in New
York by Conrad H. Ruppert and edited by him until July, 1934, when literary agent and future DC
Comics editor Julius Schwartz (1915-2004) took over. The 24-page, saddle-stapled issue #32 (July,
1935) featured Alvin Earl Perry’s two-page “A Biographical Sketch of Robert E. Howard.” It sells now
for about $100. In 1935, REH contributed a chapter to the 6 × 9-inch, saddle-stapled issue #34 (Sep.,
1935) as part of a science-fiction/horror round-robin novelette called “The Challenge from Beyond” with
co-authors C. L. Moore, A. Merritt, H. P. Lovecraft, and Frank Belknap Long. The issue sells now for
about $250. The 44-page, side-stapled issue #38 (Sep., 1936) had the eulogy “In Memoriam (typoed
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Memorian): Robert E. Howard” by Lovecraft, Otis Adelbert Kline, E. Hoffmann Price, and Jack Byrne,
plus a pictorial page laid in that contained photos of REH, Paul Ernst, Jack Williamson, John Russell
Fearn, Donald Wandrei, Lester Dent, and Mort Weisinger. We pictured its cover previously. [4, p. 12] It
sells now for about $100.

In 1936, Howard published his pseudo-historical essay, “The Hyborian Age,” in three issues of
Donald A. Wollheim’s side-stapled fanzine The Phantagraph (#14 Feb., #16 Aug. Supplement, and #17
Oct./Nov. Supplement) of from 4 to 16 pages varying in size from about 5.5 × 6 to 8.3 inches. These
sell now for about $700 each. Issue #16 also contained the first publication of REH’s poem “Always
Comes Evening” and an announcement of his death. The August, 1940, issue (#32) had the first
appearance of his poem “Song at Midnight”; it goes for about $400. “Song” is reprinted in Wollheim’s
anthology Operation Phantasy: The Best from The Phantagraph (Grant, 1967).
Publication of the “The Hyborian Age” installments was discontinued before they could extend
beyond Conan’s time. The essay was first published in its entirety in a 34-page large octavo stapled
mimeograph with printed softcovers by LANY Cooperative Publishers of Los Angeles in 1938, edited
by P. Schuyler Miller and John D. Clark. The most valuable of all Howard publications, the LANY
booklet is comprised of the 16-page “Hyborian Age” preceded by a one-page Dedication & Forward by
LANY (= “Los Angeles-New York,” namely Los Angeles fans Forrest J. Ackerman, Ackerman’s
girlfriend and fellow fanzine editor “Morojo” = Myrtle Rebecca Douglas, and Russell J. Hodgkins and
New York fans Wollheim and John B. Michel), a one-page introductory letter by HPL, and a double3
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page map by REH, and followed by Miller and Clark’s
six-page “A Probable Outline of Conan's Career.”
Fewer than 100 copies were published. It sells now
for about $3000. Former REHupan Vernon M. Clark
bought his for $1000 and reproduced it in his REHupa
zine. [5] A second edition was edited by Charles
Evans and published by Pennsylvania Dutch Cheese
Press for distribution by the Fantasy Amateur Press
Association (FAPA).
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In 1956 occurred the birth of what
would become the most important
journal on Sword & Sorcery fantasy,
Amra [6], though its focus was less on
Howard than on pastiches, related
fantasy, and “Hyborian technology.”
The two-page, folded Amra, Vol. 1 of
1956 ran at least six, and maybe only
six, mimeographed issues by George R.
Heap. I’ve never seen any or heard of
any being sold. Vol. 2 also started in
1956 and ran 71 issues over almost 24
years.
REH scholar and agent Glenn Lord
printed 18 numbers of The Howard
Collector from 1961 to 1973,
spotlighting unpublished and obscure
poetry, stories, and letters that he had
located. [7]
The 16 issues of Jonathan Bacon’s
Fantasy Crossroads over 1974-79
concerned Howard, but also other
fantasy and comics. [8]

In the 1970s true REH fanzines starting coming into their own with Cross Plains (seven issues
over 1973-75) [9], REH: Lone Star Fictioneer (4 issues over 1975-76) [10], Dennis McHaney’s The
Howard Review (14 issues over 1974-2008) [11], and Damon Sasser’s REH: Two-Gun Raconteur
(17 issues from 1976 to date) [12,13]. Milestones in the evolution of fanzines into literary journals
were attained with Cromlech (three issues over 1985-88) [14], The Dark Man (18 issues from 1990
to date) [15-17], and Leo Grin’s The Cimmerian (35 issues over 2004-08). [4,18-22] James Van
Hise published 10 issues of Sword & Fantasy over 2005-2012. [19, pp. 4-6]
But publishing a long-running fanzine has always been a difficult endeavor for its generally
amateur undertakers, who receive negligible financial reward and recognition that is restricted to
their own area of fandom. Short issue runs and runs marked by irregular publication schedules are
more the norm than the exception. This is in large part due to the fact that most such publications are
driven by only one or two individuals whose abilities to continue their efforts may be disrupted by
real-life exigencies, unlike the case for more commercial enterprises, as well as by a marketplace that
is susceptible to the availability of REH texts, competition from pastiches, and limited interest by
academicians and critics.
Still, there are occasional publications that are notable even if they are ephemeral, and of course
many others that are less than notable. We shall now survey both types in chronological order, as
well as some that, in longer runs, presented writings by or about Robert E. Howard.
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The eight-page, 8.5 × 11-inch, side-stapled Hyborian Times #1 of August, 1967, was another
mimeographed one-shot by Heap. It contained publishing news much like Paul C. Allen’s Fantasy
Newsletters, but focusing on Sword & Sorcery; it mentioned the reprinting of the Conan tales in
paperback with covers by Frank Frazetta. It sells now for roughly $50.
Joel Frieman of Newark, N.J., put out three issues of Deeper Than You Think … between January,
1968, and March, 1969 in runs of a 100 or so copies. Edited by Frieman and Robert Weinberg, the
side-stapled zine was 8.5 × 11 inches with 22 to 28 pages, B & W art, and prices of $1.00 or $1.25.
The first issue, spotlighting REH, includes a 1933 letter of his; a photostat of his handwritten
“Celtica Notes” (its first publication); a letter from author L. Sprague de Camp about Howard
saying:
Howard was a natural story teller, with a good sense of plot and pace and color. His
writing suffered from haste and carelessness, but his use of English is amazing when you
consider that he grew up in the center of Texas and had no formal training in fiction
writing whatever beyond conventional high-school English courses. [23]
an article by Lin Carter on writing Conan of the Isles; a Frazetta sketch; an unfavorable review of A Gent
from Bear Creek; and a review of Skull-Face and Others (Arkham House, 1946) by Weinberg, who states
that it:
illustrates the best and worst of Howard’s style and writing ability. … The one major
fault of Howard that the volume emphasizes is the lack of complexity that is Howard’s
trademark. … Howard was a storyteller more than a writer. He was more concerned
with scenes than with an entire tale. Many of his stories read as if fantasy were thrown in
as an afterthought, as does “The Fire of Asshurbanipal.” However, there is no doubt that
he was a very good writer, who could have become a truly great writer, if the things that
made him great had not also caused his destruction. [24, p. 23]
(Weinberg’s opinion of REH took some time to reach its current high level, as we’ve noted before. [18,
pp. 14-15]) This issue sells now for about $150. The remaining two issues had essays by de Camp,
Lester del Rey, H. L. Gold, Edmond Hamilton, L. Ron Hubbard, Fritz Leiber, Frank Belknap Long, E.
Hoffmann Price, Eric Frank Russell, and Jack Williamson.
W. Paul Ganley of Buffalo published 30 issues of the semi-prozine Weirdbook in runs of 1000 copies
(except #13, which doubled that) almost annually between April, 1968, and spring, 1997. Its stated
purpose was to showcase fan fantasy and horror fiction and poetry. Issues #s 1 (1968), 2 (1969), 3
(1970), and 6 (1973) had four stories by Howard, all first appearances, namely “The Cobra in the Dream,”
“The Haunted Hut,” “Usurp the Night,” and “Black Country” respectively. Issues #s 8 (1974), 9 (1975),
10 (1976), 11 (1977), 12 (1977), 13 (1978) twice, and 15 (1981) contained first appearances of REH’s
poems “The Dead Slaver’s Tale,” “Mark of the Beast,” “Let the Gods Die,” “Nocturne,” “Danse
Macabre,” “Only a Shadow on the Grass,” “The Return of the Sea-farer,” and “Drake Sings of Yesterday”
respectively. The series also featured stories by Kevin J. Anderson, Eddy C. Bertin, Michael Bishop,
Joseph Payne Brennan, Ramsey Campbell, L. Sprague de Camp, Dennis Etchison, Charles L. Grant,
Stephen King, Joe R. Lansdale, Brian Lumley, Ardath Mayhar, H. Warner Munn, Andrew J. Offutt,
Gerald W. Page, Jessica Amanda Salmonson, Charles R. Saunders, Darrell Schweitzer, and Richard L.
Tierney; poetry by Brennan, de Camp, Charles de Lint, Steve Eng, Tanith Lee, Lyn Lifshin, Lumley,
Munn, and Schweitzer; and B & W art by Gene Day, Stephen Fabian, and Roy G. Krenkel, among many
others. Each issue was an 8.5 × 11 inches printed by lithographing a typed script. Issues #1-10 had 32
saddle-stapled pages each and originally sold for either 75 cents or $1.00. Issues #s 11, 12, and 14
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contained saddle-stapled 64 pages and sold for $3.00. Issue #13 had 100 pages, was perfectbound, and
sold for $5.00. Issues #s 15 (blue-covered perfectbound) and 16 (yellow-covered saddle-stapled)
contained 68 pages and cost $4.50. Issues #s 17-20 had 64 saddle-stapled pages and were priced at $5.00.
Issues #s 21, 22, and 25-29 contained 64 saddle-stapled pages and were priced at $6.00. Issue #23/24 ran
132 perfectbound pages with a color cover for $10.00. #30 was perfectbound together with Stuart David
Schiff’s semi-prozine Whispers (spring, 1997), each running 32 pages. All Weirdbooks now sell for
about $6 to $20 each.
The fantasy zine Etchings & Odysseys was founded by Eric A. Carlson and John J. Koblas of Duluth
in 1973. They called their firm MinnCon Publications. Issue #2 didn’t come out until 1983, when they
were joined by REHupan R. Alain “Randy” Everts and the firm became The Strange Company. Carlson
was a member of the Hyperborian League, to be discussed later. The 120-page, comb-bound first issue
included the REH poems “Babel,” “Rune,” “The Voices Waken Memory,” and “Casonetto’s Last Song”
(the first appearance of the latter) and an article by Ted Pons on the Howard characters Esau Cairn,
Turlogh O’Brien, Hunwulf the Wanderer, and Pyrrhas the Argive. Issue #3 (1973) featured the article
“The Ancestral Memory and Reincarnation in Robert E. Howard’s Fiction” by Llewellyn M. Cabos.
Issues #9 (1986) contained REH’s poems “Drum Gods” and “The Gods Remember (2)” (the first
appearance of the latter). Issue #10 (1987) had the first appearance of the Howard poem “A Song of the
Werefolk Folk (2).” The zine was 8.5 × 11 inches and had covers in color, as were occasional interior
illustrations. Issues #s 2-10 were perfectbound, ran between 76 and 118 pages, and came out twice a year
until June, 1987 in print runs from 450 to 1000 copies. They presented stories by Kevin J. Anderson,
Leigh Brackett, Joseph Payne Brennan, Ramsey Campbell, Hugh B. Cave, August Derleth, Steve Eng (as
John Bredon), William Hope Hodgson, Ben P. Indick, Carl Jacobi, Henry Kuttner, Thomas Ligotti, H. P.
Lovecraft, Brian Lumley, Robert M. Price, Jessica Amanda Salmonson, David C. Smith, Richard L.
Tierney, and others; essays by Eddy C. Bertin, Robert Bloch, Ray Bradbury, Ramsey Campbell, Edmond
Hamilton, Fritz Leiber, E. Hoffmann Price, Darrell Schweitzer, Richard L. Tierney, James Van Hise, and
others; poems by Bertin, Bredon, Lumley, Tierney, and others; and art by Margaret Brundage, Gene Day,
Stephen Fabian, Tim Kirk, Tierney, and others. Copies of #1 sell now for about $80 and later issues for
about $20 to $50.
Stuart David Schiff of Fayetteville, N.C., started his Whispers zine as a replacement for the defunct
Arkham Collector, but expanded it beyond news about Arkham House’s publications, authors, and artists
to encompass new fiction and poetry, even paying for it. There were two dozen issues between July,
1973, and October, 1987 (though half of the volumes were double issues), plus seven anthologies. Each
zine was 5.5 × 8.5 inches. The single issues were saddle-stapled, had from 64 to 68 pages, and were
priced from $1.50 to $2.00. The double issues were perfectbound, had from 132 to 180 pages, and were
priced from $3.50 to $8.95. The art was in B & W except for centerfolds and the covers of double issues,
which were in color. Issues #s 1 (July, 1973), 2 (Dec., 1973), 4 (July, 1974), and 5 (Nov., 1974)
contained the first appearances of Howard’s poems “The Cats of Anubis,” “Egypt,” “The Sea Girl,” and
“Zukala’s Jest” respectively. Issue #6/7 included an unpublished 1931 letter from REH to Wilfred Blanch
Talman (to be discussed later). Many of the stories would be chosen for professional anthologies and
were by such authors as Michael Bishop, Joseph Payne Brennan, Ramsey Campbell, Hugh B. Cave,
Avram Davidson, David Drake, Dennis Etchison, Charles L. Grant, Carl Jacobi, Stephen King, Joe R.
Lansdale, Tanith Lee, Fritz Leiber, Brian Lumley, Richard Matheson, William F. Nolan, Gerald W. Page,
Darrell Schweitzer, Karl Edward Wagner, Manly Wade Wellman, and Roger Zelazny. Also included was
poetry by the likes of Brennan, L. Sprague de Camp, Steve Eng (as John Bredon), H. Warner Munn,
Richard L. Tierney, and Gahan Wilson. Among the artists featured were George Barr, Hans Bok, Lee
Brown Coye, Vincent Di Fate, Stephen Fabian, Virgil Finlay, Tim Kirk, and Frank Utpatel.
The first two issues also feature the first horoscope ever cast for REH, this by his correspondent and
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fellow pulp author E. Hoffmann Price. In “Robert E. Howard and the Stars,” Parts I and II, Price admits
that he can’t produce a true horoscope, since he lacks the time of day of REH’s birth, so he tries to work
backward to infer that moment (as if anyone cared) and also claims he’s testing astrology itself. While
working it out, he makes these comments about his friend: Robert was dish-faced or square-faced; had a
short neck, broad thick shoulders, and prominent eyes (though not pop-eyed); was a sincere good fellow;
had presence, dignity, graciousness, good will, substance, and solidity; showed good instincts, energy,
drive, force, individualism, and poetic expression; lived in a world populated with real or imaginary
enemies; was a master storyteller well regarded by his peers and on his way to fame as a writer, yet who
evinced “many an amateurish mode that he did not live long enough to overcome” (Part II, p. 41); was
despondent because of his mother’s death (sic); reached for emotional security; suffered much because of
his great self-solicitude where his own emotions were involved; guarded his feelings very carefully, ever
fearful of being hurt, “never realizing that this attitude toward life and the world invites what it seeks to
avoid” (Part II, p. 44); wrote stories indicating deep thought and presenting a philosophical viewpoint
which went beyond all the demands of reasonably good work; and gained benefits through mental efforts,
literary achievements, cultural pursuits, successful negotiations, and traveling. “As Bob and I strolled
about Cross Plains, I noted the demeanor of those who greeted him. It was clear that he was esteemed in
his own right, and not because he was the son of Dr. I.M. Howard.” (Part II, p. 42) (This is at variance
with the frequent characterization of Robert as Doc Howard’s crazy, lazy son.) Price also claims to infer
from his “reverse horoscope” that “Bob was twice as responsive and sensitive to emotional impact as the
standard male human.” (Part II, p. 42) “His self-solicitude, his refusal to accept and endure the grief
caused by his mother’s death drove him to his own death. Over-importance of his own feelings, and
indifference to his father’s feelings, reveal Bob at his fatal worst.” (Part II, p. 44) [25] Price goes on to
say:
Dr. Howard told me, after his son’s death, that the young man had often declared that he
would never outlive his mother. When Robert learned that there was no hope for her
survival, he shot himself; however he did outlive her by six hours.
To thwart the fixed resolve of a stubborn person would have been impossible for Dr.
Howard, worn and whipped down by months of concern over his wife’s failing health.
Bob was such a stubborn person, and the task would have been hopeless. [25, Part II, p.
45]
…
The true value of astrology, however, is not prediction as much as it is insight and
understanding: so that a study of young Robert, of teen-age Robert, and of Robert in his
early manhood, might have enabled the elder Howards to guide him. They might have
even helped him to self-knowledge, so that his extreme sensitivity would have led to
greater achievement, instead of driving him to death. This, too, is speculation, although
founded on my experience in cases less critical. Now there remains only the savoring of
splendid memories of so long ago, when in a dark hour, my dark hour, Bob assured me
that I would make it … [25, Part II, p. 46]
(Actually his mother died the day after Robert did. Though unsympathetic, Price does make it clear that
REH’s sensitivity was a major factor in his predisposition to take his own life, the decision about which
long predated the terminal phase of his mother’s illness, rather than being caused by it.)
Price published his essay “Robert Ervin Howard,” giving his personal impressions of the man, in the
zine Diablerie #4 (Bill Watson, San Francisco, May, 1944). Diablerie had a print run of 75. I’ve never
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seen it or heard of it being sold. A different essay of his, “A Memory of R. E. Howard,” was in W. Paul
Cook’s zine Ghost #3 (May, 1945). August Derleth condensed this for its appearance in Skull-Face and
Others (Arkham House, 1946). Price reprinted letters to Lovecraft and Francis T. Laney in The Acolyte
#9 (Francis T. Laney & Samuel D. Russell, Los Angeles, winter, 1945) about REH and his feelings on the
death of his friend. Price also placed letters in #10 (spring, 1945) announcing Dr. Howard’s death and in
#12 (fall, 1945) describing the personalities of Lovecraft and REH, Howard’s supposed immaturity, his
relationship with his mother and other women, and his suicide. The Acolyte ran 14 issues from fall, 1942,
to spring, 1947, for 15 cents each. Copies sell for about $90 now.
The fanzine Dark Fantasy ran for 22 issues between summer, 1973, and November, 1980. Edited by
Gene Day (under the pseudonym Howard E[ugene] Day), it was published two to four times a year in
Gananoque, Ontario, Canada by House of Shadows or, from 1974 on, Shadow Press and was priced
between 50 cents and $1.25. Side-stapled or, from 1974 on, saddle-stapled, it was a 5.5 × 8.5-inch typed
digest of between 28 and 68 pages that contained fan fiction (including Charles de Lint, Joe R. Lansdale,
Charles Saunders, and Clyde Smith), poetry (including Steve Eng and de Lint), reviews, essays, letters of
comment, and art (often by Day, but including Neal Adams, Stephen Fabian, Virgil Finlay, Roy G.
Krenkel, and Dave Sim). The art was B & W except for occasional covers. Three issues contained
Howard poems: #9 (Sep., 1976) with “The Road to Yesterday,” #11 (Jan., 1977) with “Visions,” and #16
(June, 1978) with “The Ghost Kings.” Copies sell now for about $15. Day died in 1982 at age 31.
Spoor was a four-issue side-stapled mimeographed zine by Fred C. Adams of Lemont Furnace, Pa.
Issue #3 of 1973 has a six-page interview with Lin Carter. In 1974, Adams published first appearances of
the Howard poems “And Beowulf Rides Again” and “When the Gods Were Kings” in Spoor Anthology
(Fort Necessity Press), a 48-page, 8.5 × 11-inch, side-stapled collection that originally sold for $1.25 and
now sells for about $50.
The four issues of The Hyborian Report were 8.5 × 11-inch newsletters of the Conan Fan Club of
Toms River, N.J. The 8-page, unstapled issue #1 was dated summer 1986 and featured a Hyborian Age
timeline and an interview with Arnold Schwarzenegger. The 16-page, saddle-stapled #2 of 1987
contained “Me and Conan” by Leonard Carpenter and a Hyborian Age gazetteer by Mike McCoy, among
other things. The 16-page, saddle-stapled #3 of 1988 had an article of Conan collectibles, Part 2 of
McCoy’s gazetteer, and fan fiction. The 16-page, saddle-stapled #4 of 1988 contained a timeline for the
Conan stories, a feature on Conan the Destroyer movie posters and magazine covers (“Conan III Film is
Go!”), and fan poetry. All had good B&W fan art and sell for about $15 each.
Clifford William Bird of Fort Worth published two 48-page, saddle-stapled, 8.5 × 11-inch issues of the
semi-prozine Simba, each in 500-copy runs. The first issue came out in September, 1976, and focused on
Africa. It contained an introduction by Andrew J. Offutt, fan fiction by Bird and others, art by Russ
Manning and various fans, and an essay on imaginary beasts of Africa by Charles Saunders. The second
issue of September, 1978, was dedicated to Howard. It featured a tribute to REH by Saunders; the poems
“To Harry the Oliad Man” (misspelled “… Men”) by REH, “Storm over Cross Plains” and “Tonight, We”
by Winona Morris Nation (a companion of Howard’s friend Harold Preece [26]), and others by Thomas
M. Egan, Poul Anderson, L. Sprague de Camp, Clyde Smith, Bird, Preece, Lewey Wyatt, Jr., and Charles
de Lint; an article by Bird on Arnold Schwarzenegger previewing the 1982 Conan the Barbarian movie; a
prospectus by Karl Edward Wagner outlining a proposed Conan novel The Day of the Lion (which was
derailed by a prior submission of de Camp and Lin Carter); Saunders’s “More Imaginary Beasts of
Africa”; a Sword & Sorcery tale by Bird; a couple pages of a draft of Offutt’s proposed second novel
Conan the Mercenary (Ace, 1981); a weird western “Delayed Death” by Clyde Smith; Preece’s article
“Robert’s Lady Cousin” (reminiscing about Howard’s cousin Maxine Ervin, as well as of REH’s Celtic
interests and involvement with the Lone Scouts); an essay by de Camp on how to write biography;
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art by Stephen Fabian, Bird, and other fans. Issue #2 sells now for about $20.
The late 1980s and the 1990s saw few REH fanzines, but one devoted to Sword & Sorcery and
especially Howard was put out by Alfonso De Jesus Alfonso of Miami. Initially called The Cimmerian
Scroll, it was retitled The Barbarian Scroll by issue #2 when Conan Properties, Inc., demanded a name
change because they claimed exclusive rights over all representations of Conan and the names of all
Howard stories and characters. Starting in 1988, it came out every two to four months, ending with #16
in 1991. The issues were 8.5 × 11 inch, side-stapled xeroxes with card-stock covers until #10, when they
became 5.5 × 8.5-inch offset-printed saddle-stapled digests. They initially had cover prices of $1.50,
rising to $2.00 by #6, and print runs of 200 copies each and were published by Alfonso and, from #13 on,
by his Conquest Press. They contained fan articles, interviews, fiction, B & W art, comic strips, news,
reviews, some poems, and letters of comment. I’ve never seen The Cimmerian Scroll #1, but The
Barbarian Scroll #s 2-8 had yellow covers, 9 and 12-15 red, 10-11 beige, and 16 orange. Issue #2 (July,
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1988; 26 pages plus covers) featured an interview of Conan pasticheur Leonard Carpenter and Robert H.
Barlow’s poem “R.E.H.” Issue #3 (Aug., 1988; 30 pages) had an interview of Conan pasticheur Steve
Perry. Issue #4 (1988; 42 pages) presented Howard’s story “Redflame.” Issue #5 (1988) had 46 pages.
Issue #6 (Feb., 1989; 42 pages), included REH’s story “Out of the Deep,” letters from Cross Plains
Review editor Jack Scott and Howard’s sometime girlfriend Novalyne Price Ellis, and an interview with
author Poul Anderson. Issue #7 (Apr., 1989; 56 pages) contained REH’s story “Dermod’s Bane” and
interviews of writers David C. Smith and Richard L. Tierney. Smith’s screenplay for “Red Sonja” (based
on the 1981 Ace paperback novel The Ring of Ikribu by Smith and Tierney) was serialized in issues #s 710, 12-14, and 16, but was never completed. #8 (June, 1989) ran 56 pages, #9 (Aug., 1989) 36 pages, and
#10 (Nov., 1989) 44 pages. #s 8-16 featured interviews with artists Frank Thorne, Dell Barras, Marcus
Boas, Frank Cirocco, Ovi Hondru, Ernie Chan, William Stout, Ned Dameron, Ken W. Kelly, Gary
Kwapisz, and Rich Corben respectively. #11 (Jan., 1990; 52 pages) had Howard’s poem “The Bride of
Cuchulain” and an interview of writer and pasticheur Richard Lupoff. #12 (Apr., 1990; 52 pages)
included the REH story “The Little People” and an interview with comic book figures Chuck Dixon and
Stan Lee. #13 (June, 1990; 56 pages) contained the satirical short story “The Barbarian” by Poul Ander-

Issue #10.
Cover by Roy
G. Krenkel
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son, an interview of author John Jakes, and an essay on Solomon Kane and knife fighting by Fred
Blosser. #14 (Sep., 1990; 56 pages) featured an interview with writer John Maddox Roberts and
Blosser’s essay “Conan on Venus” (about Bracket and Bradbury’s “Lorelei of the Red Mist”). #15 (Jan.,
1991; 52 pages) had a biography of Roy Krenkel, interviews with Conan pasticheur Roland J. Green and
comic book artist Thomas Yeates, and Blosser’s essays “Vultures of Cross Plains” (on Howard’s
serious westerns), “De Montour: Chevalier of Fang and Claw,” and “Conan’s Parents.” #16 (1991; 48
pages) included the Blosser essay “Crom and Punishment: Law and Disorder in the Hyborian Age” and
an interview with Conan pasticheur Björn Nyberg. Issues #10 on now sell for between $9 and $30.
Earlier issues are considerably scarcer and, hence, more valuable.
L. Sprague de Camp submitted a revealing letter to The Barbarian Scroll #15 that said, in part:
The reason that Leigh Brackett declined the Gnome Press offer to continue the Conan
series, as she told me, is that she was too familiar with the publisher’s reputation of not
paying authors what he had promised.
Still, I think that my single biggest mistake in my handling of the Conan corpus was in
taking on Lin Carter as my collaborator on Conan pastiches (on which my lawyer
insisted, during the Gnome Press litigation, to strengthen the legal position of the Howard
heirs and myself) right off the bat. I should have gotten in touch with Leigh and tried to
persuade her to take on the collaboration. I am sure she had a better sense of the
barbarian outlook than either Carter or I. If she had refused, then Carter would have
sufficed as a second choice. I knew that she had turned down one offer; but since she and
I were good friends, perhaps I could have persuaded her. Alas, that idea only struck me
after both she and Carter were dead; so we shall never know what would have happened.
(p. 21)
Soon after the final The Barbarian Scroll, Alfonso’s Conquest Press published four comic book
adaptations of REH stories: Robert E. Howard’s The Vultures of Whapeton (May, 1991, adapted by
David C. Smith), Robert E. Howard’s Blood and Thunder #1 (1992), Robert E. Howard’s Lord of the
Dead (1992), and Robert E. Howard’s Songs of Bastards (1992), as well as a few other non-REH titles
through 1993. They were B & W in color covers. Vultures features Blosser’s essay “Vultures of Cross
Plains.” Blood contains REHupan Rick McCollum’s essay “Robert E. Howard: Cross Plains Outsider.”
[27] All but Lord were reviewed by Clark, who was most impressed with Blood’s adaptation of “LawShooters of Cowtown,” saying McCollum’s “intense highly detailed artwork … evokes all the gritty
realism and violent action” usually associated with Howard’s fiction. [28, p. 30] Often expensive on
eBay, they can sometimes be picked up cheaply on milehighcomics.com. Alfonso’s later fate is
unknown.
One major one-shot zine of the early 2000s was Robert E. Howard: The Power of the Writing Mind
(Mythos, 2003), edited by REHupan Benjamin “Ben” Szumskyj. Szumskyj was an Australian born about
1982 who worked as a library technician and liquor clerk and who had limited verbal and research skills.
Nevertheless he was an ambitious fanzinist, belonging to three APAs and doing 17 REHupa zines from
Mailings #165 (Oct., 2000) through #188 (Aug., 2004). His zine was called, successively, A Dei in
Texas, Manuscripts from Gower-Penn, Boxes of Manuscripts from Gower-Penn, and The Texas Reaver,
generally featuring essays by himself or others, reviews, his own fiction, and Mailing comments. While
generally well-received by REHupans, he did generate a controversial thread trying to deny any racism on
Howard’s part. He was proferred advice and help by some REHupans. [29] One of those was Leo Grin,
who starts off almost boosting Szumskyj, expanding Szumskyj’s interview of Robert M. Price [14, p. 21]
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and helping Szumskyj edit and design his Power, but ended up reviling him as Szumskyj went on
ignoring advice and improving so slowly, even as he attended college. [30] His critical efforts remained
sub-par, suffering from tortured grammar, incoherent sentences, and ridiculous titles, as we’ve seen
before in this series. [4,12,13,16]
Szumskyj was still able to find cohorts to work with him by mass-mailing fawning letters to
personages in the fantasy world. [31, p. 10] One of his snags was Joshi, who cleaned up his text for the
critical anthology Two-Gun Bob: A Centennial Study of Robert E. Howard (Hippocampus Press, 2006)
and who, one hopes, did not get involved simply because he hoped the resulting book would be just what
he felt Howardom deserved. Szumskyj was eventually forced out of REH studies mainly by Grin and
critic Don Herron, who derided him as the “illiterate Ben Zoom” and pressured others not to deal with
him, even to the extent of rejecting submissions to Grin’s The Cimmerian prozine if they failed to
comply. While it is doubtless better that Szumskyj is no longer active in Howard studies, the same result,
I believe, could have been accomplished by simply ignoring his publishing efforts. This is how scientists
have successfully dealt with crackpots like Von Däniken and Velikovsky. And such an approach would
have avoided the strife that played a role in ending the run of The Cimmerian.

Cover by
Rick Cortes
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Besides writing and publishing a few non-REH related essays and a couple of his own stories,
Szumskyj edited former REHupan Dale Rippke’s The Hyborian Heresies (Wild Cat/Lulu.com, 2004),
Black Prometheus: A Critical Study of Karl Edward Wagner (Gothic, 2007), Fritz Leiber: Critical Essays
(McFarland, 2007), American Exorcist: Critical Essays on William Peter Blatty (McFarland, 2008),
Dissecting Hannibal Lecter: Essays on the Novels of Thomas Harris (McFarland, 2008), The Man Who
Collected Psychos: Critical Essays on Robert Bloch (McFarland, 2009), Strange Wonders: A Collection
of Rare Fritz Leiber Works (Subterranean Press, 2010), and four issues of Studies in Fantasy Literature
(Seele Brennt). He also started a now-defunct, but still posted, online poetry journal called Calenture
(Calenture.fcpages.com). It’s all testimony to what sheer ambition can accomplish. Szumskyj left the litcrit field to write for Christian publications. [32]
On the REHinnercircle discussion board and in his first REHupa zine, Szumskyj announced his plans
to publish an annual Howard magazine. It took three years, but with Grin’s help Robert E. Howard: The
Power of the Writing Mind appeared in December, 2003. It was an 80-page (plus glossy tan-and-black
colors) perfectbound semi-pro one-shot critical anthology, with cover art by Rick Cortes (front) and
REHupan David Burton (back) and interior art by Rick McCollum, Mark Schultz, and Gary Gianni. The
publisher of Power was David Wynn of Mythos Books, Poplar Bluff, Mo., who sold it for $15.00, but lost
financially on the book when it failed to sell well.
In it, after Szumskyj’s strange dedication to Howard’s parents and his editorial, REHupan Joe Marek
sketches Howard’s life and career and says:
Howard’s best stories create an emotional involvement in the reader, causing that
reader to conclude that this tale or that one is the most exciting tale the reader has ever
enjoyed. Although Howard paints with broad strokes, his Spartan writing uses words that
instantly set the most important parts of each scene and paints each character’s emotions
quite vividly.
Howard’s many themes include the superiority of the self-reliant individual. He also
champions the life of rural and barbaric cultures, themes not uncommon in classic
American literature. Howard saw life first and foremost as conflict, and this is mirrored
in all his work. (p. 9)
More on Marek later.
Next comes an untitled story by REH published as “Door to the Garden” and an article by and
typescript expert Patrice Louinet on the history of the Conan typescripts. He starts with:
Between March 1932 and July 1935 … Robert E. Howard completed 21 Conan tales.
The Texan was becoming increasingly professional in preparing and outlining his stories,
thus it is no surprise to see the sheer number of draft pages of Conan material compared
to some of his earlier productions. For example, less than 200 pages of Kull material
survive compared to more than 2500 for Conan. Probably 500 more pages are now either
lost or in private hands. (p. 16)
REH generally wrote everything at the typewriter rather than by hand. He wrote one or more drafts of
each Conan story, generally more for the better stories than the lesser ones. He sometimes typed a rough
synopsis as well. Drafts were frequently fragmentary and overlapping, since he composed on the fly, and
were often typed on the backs of drafts of other stories in order to save on paper. He then sent the final
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version to Weird Tales (where it was destroyed after publication) and filed any drafts and carbons in his
legendary trunk.
Between 1932 and 1934, on request Howard gave signed drafts of several Conan stories to his
correspondent and teenage fan Robert H. Barlow (1918-1951), who did much work assisting H. P.
Lovecraft. Of these, “Iron Shadows in the Moon”/”Shadows in the Moonlight” was sent back to REH’s
father shortly after Robert’s death and is now in the Glenn Lord collection that was donated to the
University of Texas’s Harry Ransom Center in 2013. Barlow’s other typescripts, including “Phoenix on
the Sword,” “The Scarlet Citadel,” and “Black Colossus,” ended up in the possession of author and
Arkham House editor and publisher August Derleth, who sold them in 1969 to a collector friend in
Wisconsin. They were later resold to author, editor, and collector Robert Weinberg, who still has
“Phoenix” and who sold the others to a collector in Texas, who still has them. An early draft of “A Witch
Shall Be Born” was also sent to Barlow in 1934 and may have also ended up with Derleth, who
apparently sold it to a California collector (John McLaughlin, who died in 2005; the typescript was sold at
auction for $22,500 in 2013 [33]). The final version, also part of Barlow’s collection, is now in the hands
of another collector, who allowed it to be used in the typesetting of Wandering Star’s Robert E. Howard’s
Complete Conan of Cimmeria, Volume Two (1934) and its Del Rey reprint The Bloody Crown of Conan
(2003), since its text differed in some instances from the published version. One more typescript that may
have come from Barlow’s effects was of “Queen of the Black Coast,” which was sold by dealer Dick
Wald.
A couple months after REH’s death, his father Isaac sent all the typescripts of unpublished stories and
poems in Robert’s trunk that he deemed sellable to Howard’s agent Otis Adelbert Kline. Kline selected
some stories and returned the rest to Isaac. Among the ones Kline kept were the definitive versions of
“The Frost-Giant’s Daughter,” “The God in the Bowl,” and “The Black Stranger,” all of which had been
rejected by Weird Tales editor Farnsworth Wright, as well as the 1933 version of “The Scarlet Citadel.”
If Kline tried to market the first three stories, he did not succeed, only managing to sell a handful of other
tales. Decades later, L. Sprague de Camp recovered these four typescripts. The first story he rewrote
extensively and published it as “The Frost Giant’s Daughter” in the Gnome Press anthology he edited
entitled The Coming of Conan (1953). He edited the second story and placed it in the magazine Space
Science Fiction (Sep., 1952). The third story he abridged, rewrote, and retitled “The Treasure of
Tranicos” for publication in Fantasy Magazine #1 (Mar., 1953), whose editor Lester del Rey further
rewrote it. Probably also present in Kline’s files were two typescripts, now lost, of the 1933 novel The
Hour of the Dragon. The final version was returned to Howard by London publisher Denis Archer, who
had gone out of business before he could print it, and was presumably destroyed after its publication by
Weird Tales in 1935/36. The second typescript was probably a carbon. The material Kline did return to
Isaac undoubtedly ended up in the four big cardboard boxes that Isaac sent to E. Hoffmann Price in 1945
and whose contents were later purchased by Lord in 1965. Thus, Lord ended up with the majority of the
Conan typescripts that survived. These are only drafts, however, not the final versions sent to Weird
Tales. Of the latter, only one and possibly a second are extant. Fortunately carbons survive for almost all
the later Conan stories.
Following this in the issue is the unfinished REH tale “The Devil’s Woodchopper,” which was
finished by Clyde Smith, and published in The Grim Land and Others (Stygian Isle Press, 1976).
On deck next is REHupan Rusty Burke with “Pages from As the Poet Says ̶ ,” about a book of that
title which had belonged to REH and which Szumskyj noticed when on auction. The book bore the
inscription from its author Benjamin Musser: “Greetings for Christmas 1931 to my friend Bob Howard,
from Ben Musser.” The book was then purchased jointly by the members of REHupa in November,
2000, and donated to the Robert E. Howard House and Museum, where it may still be viewed. Musser
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(1889-1951) was the editor of several poetry magazines. He admired REH’s poetry and published his
poems “Tides” in the Sep., 1929, issue of Contemporary Verse, and “Red Thunder” in the 16 Sep., 1929,
issue of JAPM: The Poetry Weekly. (The latter sold for $515 in 2008.) They corresponded from mid1929 to late 1930 and met once in the town of Rising Star just east of Cross Plains. Howard was equally
impressed with Musser’s poetic talent and broadmindedness. But subsequently Musser had an epiphany,
discontinued his poetical publications and contacts with “Bohemians” like REH, and devoted the rest of
his life to religious work as a lay monk. Howard never knew what happened and revealed his hurt to
Lovecraft in a 1933 letter:
I once met a noted poet, who had been kind enough to praise my verse most highly, and
with whom I’d had an enjoyable correspondence. But I reckon I didn’t come up to his
idea of what a poet should be, because he didn’t write me, even after he returned East, or
even answer the letter I wrote him. I suppose he expected to meet some kind of
intellectual, and lost interest when he met only an ordinary man, thinking the thoughts
and speaking in the dialect of the common people. I’ll admit after a part-day’s
conversation with him, I found relief and pleasure in exchanging reminiscences with a
bus driver who didn’t know a sonnet from an axle-hub.” [34]
Next in the issue is “Three Autobiographical Letters” by Robert E. Howard, whose texts sketch REH’s
take on his own life and career. In the first letter, to Argosy All-Story Weekly in 1929, he says: “I have
always had two main hobbies, boxing and reading, and as I grew out of boyhood the latter crystallized
into a desire to write. Circumstances kept me out of the ring, which is probably a good thing for my
health in general, but my desire to write materialized – to an extent anyway!” [35]
In the second, to Farnsworth Wright in 1931, he states:
Like the average man, the tale of my life would merely be a dull narration of drab
monotony and toil, a grinding struggle against poverty. …
I’ve always had a honing to make my living by writing, ever since I can remember,
and while I haven’t been a howling success in that line, at least I’ve managed for several
years now to get by without grinding at some cow-punching job. There’s freedom in this
game; that’s the main reason I chose it. …
Life’s not worth living if somebody thinks he’s in authority over you.
… I’m merely one of a huge army, all of whom are bucking the line one way or
another for meat for their bellies – which is the main basic principle and reason and
eventual goal of Life. Every now and then one of us finds the going too hard and blows
his brains out, but that’s all in the game, I reckon.
… The best way a man can live is by hard slugging, and the best way he can die is
with his boots on. [36, pp. 199-200]
He goes on to predict a change in the taste of the reading public from “pseudo-psychological rot and ultrasophisticated muck” to “a cleaner, more wholesome phase of life, such as exemplified by the epics of
exploration, conquest, and settlement. And certainly the history of the Southwest is rich in drama. … I
feel linked to the country, not only by birth but by descent and tradition.” [36, p. 201]
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In a third letter, to Wilfred Blanch Talman in 1931, REH reveals the most about his family history, his
attitudes toward school (“I hated being confined indoors – having to keep regular hours – having to think
up stupid answers for equally irritating questions asked me by people who considered themselves in
authority over me.”) and employment (he detested any kind of physical work), and the various jobs he
held, generally briefly. “My tastes are simple: I like prize-fights, football games, horse-races, and beer. I
haven’t much education myself, but I appreciate it in others.” [37]
In his letter to Wright, Howard said he was of old pioneer American stock, some three-fourths Irish,
with the rest being a mixture of English, Highland Scottish, and Danish (formerly, Vikings). He
expressed pride in both his Celtic and Viking roots. This led him to take an intense interest in the history
of the Celts, especially the Gaels of Ireland and Scotland. Accordingly, he made Conan’s Cimmerians
and Kull’s Atlanteans into the ancestors of the Gaels. He created several Gaelic heroes for his stories,
notably Cormac Mac Art, Turlogh Dubh O’Brien, and Kirby O’Donnell. Cormac sails with Vikings.
Kull travels forward in time to lead Norsemen in battle in “Kings of the Night.” In “The Phoenix on the
Sword,” Conan speaks well of the Aesir and Vanir, forerunners of the Vikings. Howard heroes that are
Aesir include Niord in “The Valley of the Worm,” Hialmar in “Marchers of Valhalla,” and Hunwulf in
“The Garden of Fear.” The Picts of Kull’s Brule and Bran Mak Morn are ethnolinguistically Celtic.
Understandably, REH took particular interest in the Battle of Clontarf on 23 April 1014 near Dublin.
The battle pitted the forces of Brian Boru, king of Ireland, against a Viking-Irish alliance, ending with a
rout of the latter, though Brian was killed. In Ireland, the battle came to be seen as an event that freed the
Irish from foreign domination, and Brian was hailed as a national hero. In this old popular view, Clontarf
was the culmination of a long, bloody struggle, not only between the Irish and the Vikings, but also
between Christians and pagans. Modern historians see a more complex picture, in which many Vikings
were Christians and the Irish were already absorbing the Scandinavians. Howard was aware of some of
this, but the older romantic view offered tremendous storytelling potential. REH was sympathetic to the
pagans, telling Lovecraft in a 1931 letter that:
I still feel deep resentment toward Charlemagne for his bloody conversion of the Nordic
pagans – and while I do not consider that it was revenge for his ruthless crusade that sent
the more remote Norsemen sweeping down to ravage the south – it was more likely a
natural result of growth and expansion and press of population – still I can appreciate the
feelings of those Odin-worshippers who destroyed shrine and monastery and burned
priests in the ruins of their altars. [38, p. 229]
And so it was that Howard wrote no less than three stories about Clontarf, as well as mentioning it in
three other stories and three poems. In his essay “And in This Corner … Hailing from Nazareth … or
What the Eddas Don’t Tell You” in Power, former REHupan Scott Sheaffer gives Howard’s probable
references, summarizes the three main tales and their publication history, and quotes some of their
thrilling prose. In 1931, REH wrote the story “Spears of Clontarf,” starring Turlogh, and had it rejected
by the pulps Strange Tales, Adventure, and Argosy. To Howard, Clontarf was more than a historic battle;
as he puts it in “Spears”: “The issue was greater than to decide whether Dane or Gael should rule Ireland;
it was Christian against heathen, Jehovah against Odin. … [I]t was the titanic death throes of a passing
epoch – the twilight of a fading age.” [39] Yet Ireland was to fall to the Normans, descendants of the
Vikings. As Sheaffer says, “The real-life fury of this paradoxically decisive yet fruitless victory reflects
the fatalism in much of Howard’s work.” (p. 38)
After the rejections of “Spears,” Howard rewrote it as “The Grey God Passes”/“The Twilight of the
Grey Gods” to have more of a weird atmosphere and submitted it to Weird Tales, which also rejected it.
Wright claimed that the plot and supernatural element were weak, the battle description was not gripping
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enough, and there were too many characters. “Spears” was first published as a chapbook by George
Hamilton in 1978. “Grey” first appeared in Dark Mind, Dark Heart (Arkham House, 1962).
Undaunted by Wright’s rebuff, REH recast the story as a “racial memory” story in which narrator
James O’Brien recalls experiencing the Battle of Clontarf in a former life; it was titled “The Cairn on the
Headland.” The account of the battle, though compressed, is more energetic and sweeping. Christian vs.
pagan themes are again involved. “It was a war between the White Christ and Odin, between Christian
and pagan. It was the last stand of the heathen – of the people of the old, grim ways. For three hundred
years the world had writhed beneath the heel of the Viking, and here on Clontarf that scourge was lifted
forever. … Here was Ragnarok, the fall of the Gods! Here in very truth Odin fell, for his religion was
given its death blow.” [40] But as so many of Howard’s stories do, “Cairn” doesn’t end in clear triumph
or relief; it concludes with an evocation of cosmic terror. Strange Tales editor Harry Bates accepted
“Cairn” for his January, 1933, issue. The Robert E. Howard Foundation published “Grey” and “Cairn” in
Swords of the North (2014), edited by REHupan Rob Roehm with an introduction by Burke.
After this in the issue is the REH boxing story “Double Cross” and then “Am-Ra – Howard’s Lost
Hero” by Szumskyj. The latter is about an early character that appeared in only two fragments, “The Tale
of Am-Ra” and “Exile of Atlantis” and two then-unpublished poems “Am-Ra the Ta-An” and “Summer
Morn,” all of which were written about 1923. REH’s first blue-eyed character, Am-Ra was probably
inspired by the work of Paul L. Anderson (1880-1956), who wrote six stories in Argosy about a mythical
barbaric tribe called the Ta-An, which also clearly influenced Howard when he wrote his first published
story, “Spear and Fang,” as did Jack London’s Before Adam, according to Burke. Szumskyj says that
Am-Ra, “if he had been given time to grow, might have been ranked up there next to the likes of Cormac
Mac Art and Agnes de Chastillon” (though this seems too much to infer from so little material about a
character whose most important role was probably just that of a prototype for REH’s later barbarian
heroes). But his name did go on, as “Amra,” to serve as Conan’s alias during his years as a pirate.
Following this is a reproduction of the typescript carbon of the fanzine, The Right Hook #1, which a
19-year-old Howard wrote in the spring of 1925 and distributed to his friends Herbert Klatt, Clyde Smith,
and Truett Vinson. It’s a six-page, double-spaced hodge-podge of sarcastic, left-leaning historical and
political commentary (mostly about boxing, but with a bit of racism), a short-short story (“Vengeance of a
Woman”), and a poem (L’Envoi”). The typescripts of it and two more Right Hooks were found among
Smith’s papers after his death in 1984 by his nephew Roy Barkley of Austin. Barkley’s friend and
bookseller Tom Munnerlyn ran these in his REHupa zine “Austin,” Vol. 3, #2 in Mailing #117 (Sep.,
1992). Transcriptions of all three appear in Sentiment: An Olio of Rarer Works (ed. Rob Roehm; Robert
E. Howard Foundation, 2009).
Marek reappears in Robert E. Howard: The Power of the Writing Mind with an interview of Glenn
Lord (1931-2011), who served as agent for the Howard heirs from 1965 to 1993, founded REH
scholarship with his book The Last Celt: A Bio-Bibliography of Robert Ervin Howard (Grant, 1976;
Berkley, 1977) and his prozine The Howard Collector, and established REH fandom with his publications
of Howard’s letters, lesser known stories and poems, and fragments in magazines and fanzines. [41] He
was a contributor of zines to REHupa and EOD, and later served on the board of the Robert E. Howard
Foundation. In the interview, Lord reveals that he worked for Champion International, a paper
manufacturer in Pasadena, Texas; was drafted into the Army for service in the Korean War; married in
1957; and has had two children and four grandchildren. He was turned on to Howard by reading SkullFace and Others (Arkham House, 1946) in early 1951. Admiring the REH poetry in Dark of the Moon
(Arkham House, 1947), he collected all the Howard poetry published in Weird Tales, The Phantagraph
zine, and Modern American Poetry (Galleon Press, 1933), as well as unpublished poetry from Dr.
Thomas Havins in Texas and Norris Chambers of Fort Worth, and published it all in the anthology
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Always Comes Evening (Arkham House, 1957). He subsidized the printing, being reimbursed as it sold,
but probably lost money on it. Lord published 18 issues of The Howard Collector from 1961 to 1973,
printing 150 to 300 copies from a typed master. Excerpts came out in the Ace paperback The Howard
Collector (1979). Marek finishes the interview with a series of esoteric bibliographic questions.
The issue concludes with REH’s high-school essay “Some People Who Have Had Influence over Me”
and a paean to Howard by Szumskyj.
REHupan Damon Sasser reviewed Power, saying that Szumskyj had “assembled an excellent
collection of fiction, essays and artwork in a tribute to REH. This quality, oversized trade paperback
makes a fine addition to any Howard collection.” [42]
REHupan Scotty Henderson reviewed Power in The Dark Man #8. Henderson generally thinks well
of the book’s “interesting mix of articles, fiction, and artwork” (p. 40), but faults the collection for its
weak title, while pointing out several instances in which the editor could have justified the title by
actually commenting on the power of Howard’s writing. Szumskyj’s weak writing and critical skills are
on display in his introduction, his own article, and his afterword. [43]
In his self-published zine Sword & Fantasy #8, REHupan James Van Hise says Power’s “material is
well chosen and provides a useful and enlightened cross-section of the man and his works.” He praises
the cover art. [44]
In his REHupa zine, Danny Street also has nothing but good words for Power’s design and contents,
finding it “a good effort, and a worthy volume of Howard study and Howardia.” [45] REHupan Bill
Cavalier says in his zine that Power is “jam-packed, extremely well-done” and “as fine a Howard
magazine that has come down the pike in quite a while. Great production values, writing and artwork.”
However, he adds:
Rick Cortes’ cover does not appeal to me at all, as it is a not particularly well-drawn
piece. He draws the Howard fedora pose with a tiny fedora on a big giant Howard head,
and the rest of it is confusing line work. Also, as the title of this mag is REH The Power
of the Writing Mind, I would have preferred to see something other than his suicide
couplet on the cover: as Rusty has pointed out, that bit of writing from Howard is far
from original. David Burton’s back cover is also not a well-drawn piece ... sorry, David.
The head of young Robert Howard is severely misshapen, ear placement is wrong, and he
looks, quite frankly, Negroid. Not exactly the image I have of a young Bob.
And why in Crom’s name, Ben, did you dedicate this magazine to Howard’s Parents?!
Why not do a dedication that matters or has meaning, like to Glenn Lord? Howard’s
parents were the main reason he was so [screwed] up! “Your Eternal Sleep gave him
Freedom” ... HUH? Please don’t trivialize suicide that way. [46]
Besides Szumskyj, another REHupan that published a major one-shot zine was the aforementioned Joe
Marek. As early as 1982, Marek stated that he hoped to publish a new fanzine entitled The Robert E.
Howard Companion. [47] In 2003 he declared, “I am pursuing the idea of a ‘zine about Robert E.
Howard. This would not be Literary Criticism, as The Dark Man pretty much covers that area, but I
would want it to be a little bit more mature than some of the ’70s stuff we saw. I’d say write the kind of
article you’d like to read yourself. … I’m also looking for book reviews.” [48]
This sounds much like The Cimmerian prozine that Leo Grin would launch six months later (as we
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covered in previous installments [4,18-22]), but was an independent idea that was finally realized in
November, 2004, with the first and only issue of The Robert E. Howard Companion, which in fact would
include some literary criticism.
Born in 1954 and a lifelong resident of Omaha, Joseph William Marek had come to REH by way of
comics and to fanzines via Jonathan Bacon’s semi-prozine Fantasy Crossroads, whose last three issues he
ended up co-publishing as Bacon began losing interest in them. Graduating from Bellevue College in
Nebraska in 1977 with a BFA in studio art and a BA in English literature, he worked first as a telephone
operator and then as a graphic artist doing phone book ads. He first joined REHupa in January, 1978.
During his first stint, he did 37 fanzines, usually titled One More Barbarian, between Mailings #31 and
#72 (Nov., 1984). They generally contained bibliographic lists and story summaries of and commentaries
on Howard’s characters and fiction, reviews of REH and other fantasy publications and of comics, his
own art and fan fiction, convention reports, and Mailing comments on other REHupans’ zines. He did the
cover art on Mailings #35 and #55. Even more than Howard, he admired Karl Edward Wagner,
reviewing and compiling a bibliography of his work in his fifth zine. He and his first wife Brenda had a
son in 1984 and later a daughter.
Unfortunately, as he freely admitted, Marek always suffered from bipolar disorder. Characteristically,
he was very active and productive in fandom during his manic phases, but his depressive phases rendered
him inactive for years at a time, despite making medication. This and the fact that his wife was
“extremely jealous” of his time led to their divorce, his gafiation from fandom, and his immersion in a
cultish New Age group. Then his son drowned at age 8 in a swimming pool accident. [49] Later Marek
was “rescued” by his second wife Ramona, whom he wed in 1995 and by whom he had another daughter.
Marek rejoined REHupa in August, 1997, writing 13 more zines, changing its name in Mailing #150 to
Chaos Overture. “Mona” was a Howard fan, and early on made contributions to his zines that included
an essay on Agnès de Chastillon and “Howard the Feminist,” movie reviews, fan fiction and poems, and a
profane Red Sonja comic book story with art by Marek. Marek gave her credit in his zines even beyond
what was apparently due, despite an obscene outburst by her on the Xenite.org discussion board which
she attributed to the other REHupans’ obsession with criticizing L. Sprague de Camp. Marek’s
depression started hitting him hard again in late 2000, causing him to leave REHupa that October and
finally to gafiate completely in mid-2006. He had been burned out of his house in 2004. He and Mona
divorced around this time. He has since become somewhat active again, appearing on Facebook.com in
2010.
From the outset in REHupa, Marek was active in compiling bibliographies of Howard’s fiction and
publications, including pastiches. He sorted them by genre and character, presenting them in an
“accessibility index” in REHupa Mailing #60 that listed the most readily available book, fanzine, or
chapbook containing each one. [50] It became a standard reference on REH collecting for the few who
could get a copy. For this list, Marek built on the lists in Lord’s The Last Celt. An early version of
Marek’s bibliography was published by Robert M. Price (and expanded by him) in the journal Cromlech
#3 (1988) as “A Collector’s Checklist of Howard’s Fiction,” which Marek later updated. [51] This
checklist was further updated by sometime REHupan Dennis McHaney [52,53] and by former REHupan
Paul Herman in his The Neverending Hunt: A Bibliography of Robert E. Howard (Hermanthis Press,
2006; Wildside, 2008), which finally eventuated in the online database HowardWorks.com constructed
by, successively, Herman, Todd Woods, and Bill Thom.
As mentioned, Marek’s zines often contained story summaries of and commentaries on Howard’s
characters and fiction, and he later collected these and his Accessability Index on a Web site now at
www.angelfire.com/tx3/robertehoward/. It is still a useful site, though little of it has been updated since
2000. Marek published a review of James Van Hise’s The Fantastic Worlds of Robert E. Howard (1997)
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in McHaney’s Robert E. Howard Newsletter, Vol. 2, #1 [54] and an interview of Glenn Lord in Robert E.
Howard: The Power of the Writing Mind (Mythos, 2003), as we saw above.
Marek was always bothered by the fact that so much of REH’s writings, mostly obscure stories,
poems, and letters, remained either unpublished or only available in out-of-print and often rare
chapbooks and fanzines. Consequently, he obtained reproductions of many of these, as well as
alternate or restored text versions, fragments, and synopses, mostly from Howard scholar Glenn Lord
but also from REHupans Burke, Steve Trout, David Gentzel, Van Hise, and Herman, as well as Fred
Blosser, publishing them in a series of eight zines entitled The “New” Howard Reader between 1998
and 2003 (though “New” was omitted from the title of the last issue). The title was chosen in deference
to a planned zine by McHaney to be called The Howard Reader, which never saw the light of print.
[11] Much of their contents would not be available again until it was published by the Robert E.
Howard Foundation a decade or more later. First appearances are of a 1929 letter in #1 and “The Tale
of Am-Ra” in #2.
Because each issue was printed in a run of only 90 to 120 and sold over the course of only one
year due to copyright restrictions, the Readers themselves quickly became hard-to-find collector’s
items. Covers, contents, and other details are given on HowardWorks.com. The Readers were
densely packed but plainly laid out collections, with what quality control there was being mainly
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provided by Gentzel’s proofreading. Others credited with assisting, depending on the issue, were
Lord, Burke, Trout, Patrice Louinet, Herman, and Ed Waterman. Marek also thanked Jack and
Barbara Baum of Robert E. Howard Properties, LLC, for allowing him to publish their copyrighted
material. All but the first issue contained readers’ letters of comment, which are all positive. Marek’s
plans for a Special Edition, issues beyond #8, and issues of Fight magazine beyond Necronomicon’s
four were never realized. The latter’s projected contents were eventually published elsewhere.
Marek pens interesting Afterwords in the Readers wherein he comments on Howard’s life and works,
the source or previous appearances of the pieces in each issue, and other matters. In issue #1, Marek ends
with the statement “Howard was a life-long victim of very severe and chronic Depression, and would
have ended his life much sooner had he not felt that his mother needed him.” (p. 29) (While there is
probably much truth to this, it would very apt and valuable if someone with actual psychoanalytical
knowledge and experience would canvass REH’s writings and render an expert opinion as to the probable
condition of his psyche or else state that there is insufficient evidence to do so. Of course an important
part of this study should be the effect of Howard’s parents on Robert. Not only do we have an
overprotective mother and Adlerian rivalry between father and son, but the known friction between
mother and father must have had a deleterious effect on the young, sensitive son.)
In issue #2, Marek points to nine excerpts from “Dermod’s Bane” that indicate Howard’s depression
and says, “Those who suffer from Depression have witnessed their own symptoms mirrored in Howard’s
writing; and it is here seen, in some of Howard’s most realistic passages, that he too knew what
Depression was, and the devastating effects that those who suffer from it experience.” (inner back cover)
In issue #3’s Afterword, he makes a persuasive argument that it was not fair to label REH a racist. In
issue #6, he posits that Howard’s anti-civilization stance fits into an earlier American movement
idealizing rural life, and that REH knew of and probably favored another movement of the time, New
Thought.
The issues of Marek’s Reader were 8.5 × 11-inch saddle-stapled fanzines of 32 to 52 pages,
counting their paper covers. Issues #s 1-8 were dated, respectively, June 1998, Aug. 1998, Nov.
1998, Jan. 1999, Mar. 1999, autumn 1999, spring 2000, and Aug. 2003. They had covers of colors
blue, green, white, white or pink, yellow, blue, green, and yellow. Their front covers featured art by
Marek, Trout, Bill Cavalier, Marek, James B. Zimmerman, Bob Barger, Marek, and Richard Pace.
On publication, they were sold for $7.50, $8.00, $10.50, $10.50, $10.50, $10.50, $11.00, and $12.00,
no prices being specified in the issue. Marek printed about 30 at a time up to about 90 to 120 (the
numbers cited on HowardWorks.com are lower known limits), signing and hand-numbering all but
#8. If he made a change (as he did in issues #s 1, 2, and 4), he did so after the first batch, which he
referred to as the “first state,” not calling later batches “printings.” He only notes this, though, in the
second state of #1. Between 2004 and 2008, they sold on eBay for between $12.50 and $525,
averaging $94 each.
The Hyperborean League, quickly renamed the Hyperborian League, was a splinter APA founded
by disaffected REHupans in 1975 and which put out 12 quarterly Mailings through July, 1978, when
it remerged with REHupa. Its focus was on Howard, Clark Ashton Smith, and authors who
influenced or were influenced by them. The Official Editor was Don Herron (Mailings #s 1-5 & 7-8),
Ben Indick (#6), and Crispin Burnham (#s 9-12). Other members included Paul C. Allen, Jonathan
Bacon, Eric Carlson, Scott Connors, Terry Dale, Randy Everts, Lord, McHaney, Dirk Mosig, and
David C. Smith. In October, 2000, Marek collected all six of Lord’s Ultima Thule zines that appeared
in the Hyperborian League Mailings #1, 2, 4, 5, 8, and 10 from Oct., 1975 to January, 1978,
publishing them in Glenn Lord’s Ultima Thule, which was an 8.5 × 11-inch, 52-page saddle-stitched
softback. It contains letters to and from REH (including many story rejection letters), accounts of his
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story sales and his attempts to market them, addenda to the bibliography in Lord’s The Last Celt, and
the first compilation of Howard’s personal library (7 pp.). About eighty per cent of the contents came
from Cavalier. It sold for $12.00. Rob Roehm reprinted it in 2007 on Lulu.com, where it is still
available.
Marek served on the peer review board of The Dark Man journal and contributed an addendum listing
all appearances to date of the Allison reincarnation stories to Charles Hoffman’s essay “Escape from
Eden: Genesis Subverted in ‘The Garden of Fear’” in TDM #5 (winter, 2001).
Marek’s semi-prozine The Robert E. Howard Companion #1 is a 48-page, 8.5 × 11-inch, perfectbound
softback. It contains no specified price, but it sold for $12.00 and now sells for between that and $20.00.
The front cover art is by Kelly Everaert and the back cover art is by Mel White.
The zine opens with the essay “‘The Voice of El-lil’ and the Lost Race Tradition” by REHupan
Morgan Holmes, Marek having relegated his editorial to the back of the issue because “the work of
Robert E. Howard needs no introduction.” (p. 48) Holmes states that the “lost race” or “lost world” story
has a venerable history that includes some of the greatest adventure fiction written during the past 125
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years. Such a story is one in which present-day explorers or travelers discover a new land or enclave of
some ancient civilization, historical or imaginary, in an unexplored or generally inaccessible part of the
world. The best-known early examples of this kind are H. Rider Haggard’s King Solomon’s Mines (1885)
and She (1986/87) and Arthur Conan Doyle’s The Lost World (1912). But as John Clute puts it,
Haggard’s “tales remain powerfully in the memory, but tend to disappoint on being reread. His influence
comes from his capacity to create images of adventure and unattainable romance, from the mythopoeic
vividness of the underliers he created. But there is almost always a lingering sense that an H.R.H. tale
could have been told better.” [55] REH doubtless read them, and owned The Lost World, and it is easy to
picture him thinking, “These are fine, but I can do better.”
And indeed he did, placing “The Voice of El-lil” in the first issue of the pulp Oriental Stories
(Oct./Nov., 1930), which had contents mostly by Weird Tales writers like Otis Adelbert Kline, E.
Hoffmann Price, Frank Belknap Long, Frank Owen, and Seabury Quinn. As Holmes says, “El-lil” is one
of the finest examples of the “lost race” story, telling of an American and an Englishman who encounter a
far-flung colony of Sumerian exiles on a safari into the Somali backcountry. The tale has a grittier, more
pared-down feel than most such stories, much in the hard-boiled style that REH was helping to pioneer at
the time. He had used elements of the subgenre in “The Lost Race” and “The Moon of Skulls” and went
on to incorporate them into the Conan tales “Xuthal of the Dusk”/ “The Slithering Shadow,” “The Devil
in Iron,” and “Red Nails, as well as in “The Fire of Asshurbanipal.” “El-lil” would be reprinted as
“Temptress of the Tower of Torture and Sin” in Avon Fantasy Reader #14 (1950).
Holmes traces the complete history of “lost race” stories, whose proponents included Edgar Rice
Burroughs and A. Merritt, but he singles out J. Allan Dunn, Arthur A. Nelson, and Jack Williamson as
writing better examples of the subgenre. The frequency of such stories decreased after the 1920s as they
lost their novelty and as less and less of the world remained unexplored. Holmes ends by calling the “lost
race” story a precursor to, and a very important element of, Sword & Sorcery fiction.
Critic Fred Blosser is on stage next with “The Trouble with Swords?,” referring to editor Farnsworth
Wright’s title “The Way of the Swords” for Howard’s 1932 story “The Road of the Eagles,” which the
finicky Wright had rejected, presumably from Oriental Stories, because he thought some early passages
were too wordy. REH never got around to revising it. An early draft was published by Lord in The Road
of Azrael (Grant, 1979) as “The Way of the Swords.” A later draft, now in the Cross Plains Public
Library, was rewritten by de Camp as the Conanified tale “Conan, Man of Destiny” for the magazine
Fantastic Universe (Dec., 1955). De Camp also published it as “The Road of the Eagles” in Tales of
Conan (Gnome, 1955) and Conan the Freebooter (Lancer, 1968). The original text was restored for its
appearances in Lord of Samarcand and Other Adventure Tales of the Old Orient (Bison, 2005) and Sword
Woman and Other Historical Adventures (Del Rey, 2011). Blosser says of it, “Vividly written in
Howard’s best hard-charging style, it can be enjoyed on a basic level as a colorful, fast-paced historical
adventure story. Deeply felt, it succeeds equally well as a meditation on timeless themes of honor,
loyalty, friendship, ambition, and survival. These were very real, personal, and important concepts for
Howard. He took them seriously. And they charge ‘The Way of the Swords’ with emotional electricity.”
(p. 6) While de Camp claimed that the rewritten stories in Tales of Conan remained something like threequarters or four-fifths Howard [56], Blosser declares that the changes drain much of the original’s
emotional impact.
Blosser observes that the story proceeds quickly and logically through four of the five chapters, but
then, before a final confrontation and resolution can take place, the plot takes an unexpected turn that
superficially appears to have nothing to do with any of the events that preceded it. Up to then, “Road” is
about Ivan Sablianka, a Cossack and his revenge-driven pursuit of Osman Pasha, a Barbary corsair, to the
shores of the Black Sea in the year 1595. But in the concluding battle, the two suddenly recall that they
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were friends in a previous incarnation as Englishmen. It may at first seem that REH has lost control of
the story or is springing a contrived surprise ending. But Blosser finds several foreshadowings in the text
that lead him to surmise that Howard wrote the scene as he did in order to maintain the story’s emotional
power and bring the novelette to a dramatically satisfying conclusion, even if the denouement is less than
fully successful in execution. It “succeeds in important respects, complementing and reinforcing the
themes that add emotional depth to the first part of the story. Howard was often subtle, but this aspect of
the writing tends to be overlooked, in large part because unsympathetic critics have stereotyped REH as a
heavy-handed pulp hack.” (p. 6) The revelation that Ivan has unknowingly killed an old friend is a shock
to him that leaches the pleasure from his triumph. Blosser notes that, in Howard’s most memorable
stories, the hero never enjoys unqualified victory, but suffers some element of failure, e.g. in “Beyond the
Black River,” “Worms of the Earth,” “Wings in the Night,” and “The Lord of Samarcand.”
As daunting to read as an essay by the late REHupan Steve Tompkins can be, the hardest part can be
just getting past the abstruse title and introductory quotes by the likes of Thomas Pynchon. Tompkins’s
contribution to The Robert E. Howard Companion, “North by Southwest: By Chaos out of Dream in ‘The
Marchers of Valhalla,’” is no exception. Once one gets through his incisive analysis of “Marchers,” one
of Howard’s most powerful, dynamic, and imaginative stories, the insight gained is reward enough. The
reader comes to appreciate how well the tale fits into REH’s development of his epic world-building of
human history, folk migrations, and geological cataclysm at the time of his early Conan tales, when he
was attaining the height of his powers. Moreover, he was bringing his vision to focus on his beloved
homeland of Texas, evoking all the stark violence and struggles that its earliest settlers had to endure in
order to conquer it. As historian Bernard DeVoto said of the American West, “Ours is a story mad with
the impossible, it is by chaos out of dream.” (p. 10)
Howard’s first attempt to write heroic fantasy set in his native region, “Marchers” rivals “The Valley
of the Worm” as the strongest of his reincarnation stories. Narrated by the crippled James Allison, it tells
of the barbarian Hialmar and his band of fellow Aesir as they sweep through the territory to besiege the
decadent Khemu, the last surviving city of Lemuria, which would eventually be swept away by seismic
catastrophe. Rejected by Farnsworth Wright in 1932, “Marchers” did not see print until 1972. Tompkins
calls the saga a haunting foray into a version of Richard Slotkin’s Frontier Myth, a Southwestern Gothic
tale crowded with the ghosts, not of those who had died, but of those not yet born. Quoting from Slotkin,
Richard L. O’Connell, D. H. Lawrence, and others, Tompkins allows us to see how REH’s setting and
characters fit the view that Texan writers have of their state and heritage.
T. R. Fehrenbach emphasizes that the historical Texans “like all peoples in many ways
brave and admirable, in others mean, narrow and limited” entered a “harsh and dangerous
country” which they did not “so much ‘settle’ as conquer.” If we read the Aesir as a
sword-and-sorcery simplification of Texans at their deadliest and most driven, and the
treacherous Khemuri, degenerate heirs of a vanished empire, as a combination of Aztec
trappings and Mexican failings as seen through Texan eyes, we begin to realize that
“Marchers of Valhalla” is a creation myth of sorts for Howard’s home state, a creation
myth that characteristically culminates in apocalyptic destruction. (p. 17)
(Though much of Howard’s pseudo-historical backstories have been rendered obsolete by subsequent
science, it is interesting to note that his proto-Vikings in “Marchers” do prefigure historical Vikings in so
far as the latter’s recently discovered expeditions south and west into the US Midwest are concerned.)
In his essay “Travels with Robert E. Howard,” biographer Rusty Burke tackles the common
misconception that REH never traveled far from his hometown of Cross Plains, as if he were unworldly
and as closely tied to the place as he supposedly was to his sickly mother. In fact, the Howards spent a
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few months in New Orleans when he was 13, visited relatives in Arkansas and Missouri, and saw some
Mexican border towns. REH and his friend Truett Vinson took two trips into New Mexico in 1934 and
1935. Moreover, Texas is a huge state, and Howard, with or without his family or friends, wandered all
over it. As he told H. P. Lovecraft in 1933, “One trouble with Texas, it’s so big you have to travel forever
to get outside the state, and a man doesn’t get much credit for traveling when he doesn’t cross his own
state line.” (p. 18)
REH’s letters to Lovecraft, editor August Derleth, and friends Clyde Smith, Vinson, and Harold
Preece, and others detail his ramblings, and Burke quotes liberally from them as he demonstrates just how
well-traveled Howard was. REH not infrequently drove hours and hundreds of miles a day in spite of the
often dilapidated and roundabout roads and the slow and less than dependable vehicles available at the
time. Burke adds his own mileage calculations to Howard’s accounts.
This article won the second-place 2005 Cimmerian (“Hyrkanian”) Award for Best Essay [57].
Readers interested in guides to exploring Howard’s Texas should check out two other publications. One
is REHupan Gary Romeo’s In Search of Cimmeria: A Guide to Robert E. Howard’s Texas (Gary Romeo,
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2004), a 40-page, 5.4 × 8.5-inch, saddle-stapled booklet in a run of 100 numbered copies which originally
sold for $5.00 and later sold for between $10.50 and $40. The other is Roehm’s Howard’s Haunts: A
Photographic Journey through Robert E. Howard’s Texas & the Events of the Howard Centennial
(Roehm’s Room Press, 2006), whose cover we’ve pictured before. [21, p. 6] Roehm has made it a quest
of his to visit every place REH had mentioned traveling to, sharing his experiences and photos on the
REH: Two-Gun Raconteur Blog (http://www.rehtwogunraconteur.com/).
Marek’s zines often contained typos and formatting errors, which are particular rife in this essay.
Also, from article to article, the footnote numbers either begin at 1, or at the same number as the previous
article’s last footnote, or at the number after that. And there are errors in the page numbers given for the
art credits in the Table of Contents.
Marek himself appears next with “Pike Bearfield: An Appreciation,” in which he recaps the plots of the
four extant Bearfield stories and one fragment, as well as where they were published. Bearfield was a
stand-in for Breckinridge Elkins, REH’s humorous western tall-tale protagonist, when Howard began
submitting his misadventures to Argosy rather than Action Stories in the wake of editor Jack Byrne’s
jump between the two pulps. Even so, as Marek notes, the two characters are not identical.
Following this is a Kull portfolio by Bryan Laub, a news roundup of recent REH-related publications
by Marek, and reviews of some of these, namely Robert E. Howard’s Complete Conan of Cimmeria,
Volume One (1932-1933) (Wandering Star, 2002) by Tompkins, Bran Mak Morn: The Last King
(Wandering Star, 2001) by Marek, Waterfront Fists and Others (Wildside, 2003) by fan Nino Lucio, The
Dark Man #6 journal by Marek, and The Howard Reader #8 (Marek, 2003) by Tompkins.
In his first review, Tompkins’s erudition, clever wordplay, and keen perception are everywhere
evident. “An autarky on two legs, Conan the Cimmerian might not seem like someone who needs to be
rescued, but now he has been. … He prowls the pages [of Volume One] unhampered by an Austrian
accent, a fur loincloth, or imitations that are not the sincerest but the most mercenary form of flattery, and
we have the extraction team at Wandering Star to thank for it.” (p. 35) Tompkins points to the many
textual signs Howard inserted to indicate Conan’s underestimated intelligence; REH’s many classical,
mythic, literary, and historical sources; the foreshadowings of Conan’s unchronicled usurpation of
kingship; clues as to why Howard never included Cimmeria or other Cimmerians in his tales; and hints
that he might later have done so. Tompkins praises Louinet’s Introduction and calls Mark Schultz an
inspired choice to illustrate Volume One, even while noting the inconsistencies of some of the artwork
with the text. Tompkins is at his most insightful when he observes that the distance REH places between
us and Bêlit’s point of view is not replicated with Conan’s mistresses in later stories, and wonders, “Does
the fact that Bêlit operates under the influence of both Cupid and cupidity account for Howard’s
standoffishness?” (p. 40) (To which reason I might add REH’s growing maturity both as a man and a
writer.)
In his next review, Tompkins credits Marek’s Howard Readers for making available less known REH
fiction and poems to those who couldn’t afford the rare zines and chapbooks so much of them appeared
in.
Marek highly recommends Bran Mak Morn: The Last King. He calls the story cycle the most tragic
the Texan ever penned. “The saga of the Picts span Howard’s entire writing career, and the pathos, the
tragedy, of their story is just overwhelming.” (p. 42) They are his ultimate barbarians, doomed to be
thrown back again and again into savagery, ultimately to become extinct completely. “There is an
unpublished Howard fragment in which he coins the word, futilist. I think no word more greatly
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describes his worldview, and no series more fully illustrates that view than the tragedy of the Picts.” (p.
42) Marek also finds much in The Dark Man #6 to recommend.
Lucio says his hat is off to editor Paul Herman for collecting 18 of the Costigan, Dorgan, and Kid
Allison boxing yarns together in Waterfront Fists and Others, as difficult as it is to find any of them in
other publications (though these are finally becoming accessible through recent Bison Books and the
ongoing Robert E. Howard Foundation Press publications). Lucio did find them formulaic and a bit too
violent to read more than a few at a time, though he remarks that REH’s enthusiasm for boxing and its
story genre is evident from his colorful and emotional writing.
In his REHupa zine, Damon Sasser says that The Robert E. Howard Companion #1 is “a really fine
zine, chock full of great articles and essays.” [58]
It was indeed a promising start. Marek makes it clear in his editorial that he planned more issues of
The Robert E. Howard Companion, and in fact had three essays in hand for a second one, but it was not to
be. It had come time for him to go back to his dark place …
In spite of the difficulties involved in publishing long-running fanzines, it is not actually the case, as
some have said, that “the battlefield is littered” with failed attempts. Those that run only one or two
issues are actually less common than those that run more. This is testimony both to the Texan author
himself and the dedication of the fans he attracts.
More common than the fanzines dedicated to REH are those of more general scope which may feature
only an occasional piece by or about Howard. Glenn Lord, while agent for the REH heirs, made
Howard’s lesser known stories and poems available to the many fanzinists for whom it was almost de
rigeur to feature them in their publications, especially if they had never been published before. Thereby
Lord spurred Howard fandom more than any other person, leading directly to the Howard publishing
Boom of the late 1960s and 1970s.
Here are all the US fanzines not previously mentioned in this series that featured the first appearance
of Howard stories: Costigan #19 in REHupa Mailing #34 (Glenn Lord, July, 1978: “Notes for A Gent
from Bear Creek”), Fantasy Book (Dennis Mallonee, June, 1984: “Death’s Black Riders”; June, 1985:
“Black Eons”), From Beyond the Dark Gateway #3 (Silver Scarab, Apr., 1974: “The Black Bear Bites”),
A Gazeteer of the Hyborian World of Conan (Lee N. Falconer = Julian C. May; Starmont House, 1977:
“Notes on Various Peoples of the Hyborian Age”), The Ghost (W. Paul Cook, May, 1945: “Some People
Who Have Had Influence over Me”), Leaves #1 (Robert H. Barlow; summer, 1937: “With a Set of
Rattlesnake Rattles”), Lost Fantasies #4 (Robert Weinberg, 1976: “The Dwellers under the Tomb”/”His
Brothers Shoes”), and WT 50: A Tribute to Weird Tales (Robert Weinberg, 1974: “The Devils of Dark
Lake” & “Serpent Vines”).
And here are all the US fanzines not previously mentioned in this series that featured the first
appearance of Howard poems: American Poet (H. Stuart Morrison, May, 1929: “A Lady’s Chamber” &
“Skulls and Dust”), Ariel #1 (Morningstar Press, autumn, 1976: “A Crown for a King” & “The Symbol”),
Austin, Vol. 1, #4 (Tom Munnerlyn, REHupa Mailing #111, Sep., 1991: Untitled/“The times, the times
stride on apace and fast”), Austin, Vol. 3, #1 (Tom Munnerlyn, REHupa Mailing #115, May, 1992:
Untitled/“When Napoleon down in Africa”), Austin, Vol. 3, #3 (Tom Munnerlyn, REHupa Mailing #118,
Nov., 1992: “The Viking of the Sky”), The Ballad of King Geraint and Other Poems (Vern Clark, Tom
Kovacs, and Steve Trout, REHupa Mailing #100, Nov., 1989: “The Ballad of King Geraint”), Costigan
Special #1 (Glenn Lord; REHupa Mailing #60, Nov., 1982: “The Seven-up Ballad”), The Cross
Plainsman (Frank Coffman, REHupa Mailing #188, Aug., 2004: “Adventure (2),” “The Ballad of Abe
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Slickemmore,” “Monarchs,” “Nun,” “Poet,” Untitled/”Out of Asia the tribesmen came,” &
Untitled/“Scarlet and gold are the stars tonight”; & REHupa Mailing #200, Aug., 2006: “OceanThoughts”), Desire and Other Erotic Poems (Charles Hoffman, REHupa Mailing #100, Nov., 1989: “The
Ballad of Singapore Nell,” “Daughter of Evil,” “Desire,” “The Dust Dance (1),” “Good Mistress Brown,”
“Harlot,” “Lesbia,” “Limericks to Spank By,” “A Negro Girl,” “The Myth,” “Palace of Bast,” “Prelude,”
“The Primal Urge,” “A Song for All Women,” & “Strange Passion”), Dragonfields #3 (Triskell Press,
summer, 1980: “The Sands of the Desert”), Fanciful Tales #1 (Wilson Shepherd & Donald A. Wollheim,
fall, 1936: “Solomon Kane’s Homecoming (1)”), Fantasy Book (Dennis Mallonee, Sep., 1984: “Skulls”;
Sep., 1986: “A Challenge to Bast” & “For Man Was Given the Earth to Rule”; Mar., 1987: “Black Seas”
& “I Praise My Nativity”), Fantasy Tales (Stephen Jones & David A. Sutton, winter, 1982: “Seven
Kings”; winter, 1983: “The Zulu Lord”; summer, 1987: “An Outworn Story”; autumn, 1988: “Memories
(2)”), The Ghost Ocean and Other Poems of the Supernatural (Vern Clark & Rusty Burke, REHupa
Mailing #60, Nov., 1982: “The Gates of Babylon,” “The Ghost Ocean,” “The Isle of Hy-Brasil,” “Lilith,”
“Man Am I,” “Memories of Alfred,” “Never Beyond the Beast,” “Shadow Thing,” “Shadows from
Yesterday,” “The Song of the Last Briton,” “To a Woman (1),” “To All Sophisticates,” “To Men,”
“Vikings Vision,” & “When the Glaciers Rumbled South”), Golden Atom (Larry & Duverne Farsace,
Aug., 1959: “Dreams of Nineveh”), Inside & Science Fiction Advertiser #16 (Ron Smith, Sep., 1956:
“The Black Stone”), Kadath #1 (Lin Carter, 1974: “A Word from the Outer Dark”), Poet’s Scroll (The
Scroll Press, Nov., 1928: “Rebellion”; Jan., 1929: “Flaming Marble”; Apr., 1929: “Dreaming on Downs”;
June, 1929: “Empire’s Destiny”; Aug., 1929: “Shadows of Dreams”), A Robert E. Howard Memorial
(Rusty Burke, REHupa pub., 13-15 June, 1986: “The Weakling”), Seanchai #64 (Rusty Burke, REHupa
Mailing #112: “Now the Stars Are All Gleaming”), Seanchai #82 (Rusty Burke, REHupa Mailing #146,
Aug., 1997: “The Skull of Silence”), and Shangri L’Affaires #72 (Los Angeles Science Fiction Society, 1
Apr., 1968: “Memories (1)”)
And of course there were many more that included later appearances of Howard stories or poems or
articles about him and his work. As for foreign REH zines, we will discuss those in later installments.
The scattered nature of Howard pieces, especially their early appearances, have always made it
difficult to collect all of them, leading REH collector Paul Herman to title his definitive Howard
bibliography The Neverending Hunt. And the scattered nature of critical articles about Howard
undoubtedly diluted their impact on academia and the public unless they happened to be collected in some
critical anthology. As fanzines disappear into collections, they will become increasingly scarce, and few
libraries collect them.
The advent of computers at first helped fanzines proliferate by making editing and desktop publishing
software available, but the Internet has acted to extinguish hardcopy zines by encouraging the migration
of their prospective content to e-zines and blogs. While this might seem to make them more accessible,
like hardcopies their scattered nature (unless on a known site devoted to REH) makes them difficult to
even know about. And the ephemeral nature of Web sites and content will always be a concern. Two
steps that would help ameliorate the situation are: (1) cataloging available hardcopies (in progress) and
Web sites (yet to be done); and (2) collecting hardcopy scans and Web page copies into a database. Some
fanzine scans are at www.fanac.org/fanzines/ and efanzines.com. Perhaps more can be donated to them.
I am unaware of any other author whose work has spawned such an extensive and rich heritage of
amateur publications as has Robert E. Howard. He was a man of the people, and those people have never
stopped reading him and writing about him and his work.
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THE ROBERT E. HOWARD BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SECONDARY
SOURCES, PART XIX
The list of articles below is complete insofar as it contains all items relating to Howard, excepting
those by Howard himself (being primary references and cataloged elsewhere) and those inspired by
Howard, such as poems by others (being primary references by those authors). It is in alphabetical order
by author and then by title. The abstract, if any, is in brackets.
The Robert E. Howard Companion #1 (fanzine edited by Joe Marek)
Robert E. Howard: Power of the Writing Mind (fanzine edited by Benjamin Szumskyj)
AUTHOR

REFERENCE

Blosser, Fred

“The Trouble with Swords?” [plot analysis of REH’s “The Road of the
Eagles,” esp. Chap. 5’s reincarnation realization scene] in The Robert E.
Howard Companion #1 (ed. Joe Marek; Seele Brennt Publ., New Paltz, N.Y.,
Nov., 2004), pp. 6-9

Boland, Stuart Morton

“Interlude with Lovecraft” [mentions sending a letter & photo to REH & of
receiving 2 letters from him in spring, 1935] in The Acolyte #11, Vol. 3, #3
misnumbered #2 (Francis T. Laney & Samuel D. Russell, Los Angeles,
summer, 1945), pp. 15-17; reprinted in David C. Smith’s Bocere #15, Vol. 3,
#3, pp. 3-6 in REHupa Mailing #146 (Aug., 1997); posted at http://
wwwfanac.org/fanzines/Acolyte/Acolyte11-15.html

Burke, Rusty
(w/Leo Grin)

“Pages from ‘As the Poet Says –’” [about a copy of that poetry book by
Benjamin Musser owned by REH & the interaction between Musser & REH]
in Robert E. Howard: The Power of the Writing Mind (ed. Benjamin
Szumskyj; Mythos Books, Poplar Bluff, Mo., 2003), pp. 24-26 w/3 photos

Burke, Rusty

“Travels with Bob” [REH’s recorded trips throughout Texas, as well as in
neighboring states & Mexico] in his Seanchai #95, pp. 2-14 in REHupa
Mailing #162 (Apr., 2000); revised as “Travels with Robert E. Howard” in
Robert E. Howard Companion #1 (ed. Joe Marek; Selle Brennt Publ., New
Paltz, N.Y., Nov., 2004), pp. 18-24

Holmes, Morgan

“‘The Voice of El-lil’ and the Lost Race Tradition” [“Lost Race”/“Lost
World”-type pulp adventure stories, esp. REH’s “The Voice of El-lil”] in The
Robert E. Howard Companion #1 (ed. Joe Marek; Seele Brennt Publ., New
Paltz, N.Y., Nov., 2004), pp. 1-5

Louinet, Patrice

“A Short History of the Conan Typescripts” [fate & description of such extant
typescripts & REH’s typing practices] in Robert E. Howard: The Power of
the Writing Mind (ed. Benjamin Szumskyj; Mythos Books, Poplar Bluff,
Mo., 2003), pp. 16-19

Lucio, Saturnino “Nino,” Review of Waterfront Fists and Others (by REH; Wildside, 2003) in Robert
II
E. Howard Companion #1 (ed. Joe Marek; Seele Brennt Publ., New Paltz,
N.Y., Nov., 2004), pp. 42-45
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Marek, Joe

“An Interview with Glenn Lord” [bio sketch of that REH scholar; how he
discovered REH & his trunkful of typescripts; how he came to publish Always
Come Evening & The Howard Collector; & bibliographic esoterica] in Robert
E. Howard: The Power of the Writing Mind (ed. Benjamin Szumskyj;
Mythos Books, Poplar Bluff, Mo., 2003), pp. 67-70

Marek, Joe

“An Introduction to the Life and Works of Robert E. Howard” [with comments
on his style and popularity] in Robert E. Howard: The Power of the Writing
Mind (ed. Benjamin Szumskyj; Mythos Books, Poplar Bluff, Mo., 2003), pp.
8-9

Marek, Joe

“Pike Bearfield: An Appreciation” [recaps the plots & appearances of REH’s
stories concerning that character, with commentary] in The Robert E.
Howard Companion #1 (Seele Brennt Publ., New Paltz, N.Y., Nov., 2004),
pp. 25-26

Marek, Joe

Review of Bran Mak Morn: The Last King (by REH; Wandering Star, 2001) in
The Robert E. Howard Companion #1 (Seele Brennt Publ., New Paltz, N.Y.,
Nov., 2004), pp. 41-42

Marek, Joe

Review of The Dark Man #6 (ed. Frank Coffman; Mind’s Eye HyperPublishing/Iron Harp Publ., 2001) in The Robert E. Howard Companion #1
(Seele Brennt Publ., New Paltz, N.Y., Nov., 2004), p. 45

Price, E. Hoffmann

Letter [announcing death of Isaac M. Howard on 12 Nov., 1944] in The
Acolyte #10, Vol. 3, #2 (Francis T. Laney & Samuel D. Robinson, Los
Angeles, spring, 1945), p. 33; reprinted in Tim Marion’s The Hyborian Mage,
Sep., 1975, p. 1 in REHupa Mailing #17 (Sep., 1975) & in Rusty Burke’s
Seanchai, Aug., 1993, pp. 2-3 in REHupa Mailing #122 (Aug., 1993) & in
David C. Smith’s Bocere #14, Vol. 3, #2, p. 9 in REHupa Mailing #145 (June,
1997); posted at http://www.fanac.org/fanzines/Acolyte/Acolyte10-33.html

Price, E. Hoffmann

Letter [personalities of Lovecraft & REH; REH’s supposed immaturity,
relationship with his mother & other women, & suicide] in The Acolyte #12,
Vol. 3, #4 (Francis T. Laney & Samuel D. Robinson, Los Angeles, fall, 1945),
pp. 31, 32, & 26 [sic]; reprinted in The Howard Collector #5, Vol. 1, #5
(Glenn Lord, Pasadena, Tex.), pp. 32-36 followed by photo of REH (summer,
1964) &, minus photo, in The Howard Collector (ed. Glenn Lord; Ace Books,
New York, 1979), pp. 226-229 & in Bocere #15, Vol. 3, #3 (ed. David C.
Smith), pp. 7-9 in REHupa Mailing #146 (Aug., 1997); posted at http://
www.fanac.org/fanzines/Acolyte/Acolyte12-31.html

Price, E. Hoffmann

Letter to Francis T. Laney, dated 22 July, 1944 [reflects on REH’s sensitivity,
emotional immaturity, family ties, & suicide, & his father’s character] reprinted
in The Acolyte #9, Vol. 3, #1 (Francis T. Laney & Samuel D. Robinson, Los
Angeles, winter 1945), pp. 14-16 & in The Howard Collector #9, Vol. 2, #3
(Glenn Lord, Pasadena, Tex., spring, 1967), pp. 4-7 & in The Howard
Collector (ed. Glenn Lord; Ace Books, New York, 1979), pp. 221-224 & in
David C. Smith’s Bocere #14, Vol. 3, #2, pp. 6-8 in REHupa Mailing #145
(June, 1997); reprinted with wrong date in Scott Connors’s Dagon Moor, Aug.,
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2009, pp. 7-8 in REHupa Mailing #218 (Aug., 2009); reprinted in German in
Magira #23/24 (Follow, Passau, West Germany, Dec., 1975), pp. 98-99
Price, E. Hoffmann

Letter to H. P. Lovecraft, dated 25 June, 1936 [on his feelings on the death of
& personal & professional impressions of REH] reprinted in The Acolyte #9,
Vol. 3, #1 (Francis T. Laney & Samuel D. Robinson, Los Angeles, winter,
1945), pp. 12-14 & in The Howard Collector #3, Vol. 1, #3 (Glenn Lord,
Pasadena, Tex., autumn, 1962), pp. 6-13 & in The Howard Collector (ed.
Glenn Lord; Ace Books, New York, 1979), pp. 200-205 & in David C. Smith’s
Bocere #14, Vol. 3, #2, pp. 4-6 in REHupa Mailing #145 (June, 1997) & in
West is West & Others (by REH et al.; ed. Rob Roehm & Joe Marek [latter
writing as Alex Runions], Lulu.com, 2006), pp. 219-222 in Rob Roehm’s
Onion Tops #22, pp. 13-16 in REHupa Mailing #211 (June, 2008)

Price, E. Hoffmann

“Robert Ervin Howard” [personal impressions of REH] in Diablerie #4, Vol.
1, #4 (ed. Bill Watson, San Francisco, May, 1944), pp. ?-?; reprinted in The
Howard Collector #1, Vol. 1, #1 (Glenn Lord, Pasadena, Tex., summer,
1961), pp. 7-13 & in The Howard Collector (ed. Glenn Lord; Ace Books,
New York, 1979), pp. 191-195 & in West is West & Others (by REH et al.;
ed. Rob Roehm & Joe Marek [latter writing as Alex Runions], Lulu.com,
2006), pp. 176-180

Sheaffer, Scott

“And in This Corner … Hailing from Nazareth …, or What the Eddas Don’t
Tell You” [REH’s fascination with Celtic history, esp. the Battle of Clontarf
and the stories he wrote about it, i.e. “Spears of Clontarf,” “The Grey God
Passes,” & “The Cairn on the Headland”] in Robert E. Howard: The Power
of the Writing Mind (ed. Benjamin Szumskyj; Mythos Books, Poplar Bluff,
Mo., 2003), pp. 34-44

Szumskyj, Benjamin
“Ben”

Afterword [paean to REH] in Robert E. Howard: The Power of the Writing
Mind (ed. Benjamin Szumskyj; Mythos Books, Poplar Bluff, Mo., 2003), pp.
73-74

Szumskyj, Benjamin
“Ben”

“Am-Ra: Howard’s Lost Hero” [who only appears in the fragments “The Tale
of Am-Ra” & “Exile of Atlantis” & 2 poems] in Robert E. Howard: The
Power of the Writing Mind (ed. Benjamin Szumskyj; Mythos Books, Poplar
Bluff, Mo., 2003), pp. 56-58

Tompkins, Steven

“North by Southwest; or, The Yellow Rose of Valhalla” [“The Marchers of
Valhalla” analyzed as violent Frontier Myth in ancient Tex.] in Vision,
Gryphons, Nothing and the Night #2 (winter, 2001), 8 pp. at REHeapa; revised
as “North by Southwest: By Chaos out of Dream in ‘The Marchers of
Valhalla’” in The Robert E. Howard Companion #1 (ed. Joe Marek; Seele
Brennt Publ., New Paltz, N.Y., Nov., 2004), pp. 10-17

Tompkins, Steven

Review of Robert E. Howard’s Complete Conan of Cimmeria, Volume One
(1932-33) (by REH; Wandering Star, 2002) in The Robert E. Howard
Companion #1 (Seele Brennt Publ., New Paltz, N.Y., Nov., 2004), pp. 35-41
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